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A Letter from HETI President
Dear HETI Members and Friends of HETI,
 
As the President of the Federation of Horses in Education and Therapy International (HETI), I want 
to extend warm greetings to each of you. As we come together through the pages of The Global 
Gallop, I am filled with a sense of awe for the incredible work that our members are doing around 
the world.
 
At HETI, our primary goal is to promote the use of equine-assisted services for the betterment of 
human health and well-being. Through our collective efforts, we strive to enhance the quality of life 
for individuals of all ages and abilities, harnessing the remarkable connection between humans and 
horses. It is through sharing knowledge and fostering collaboration that we can truly make a 
difference.
 
In this issue, I am delighted to highlight a remarkable feature article that sheds light on equine-
assisted Palliative Care for children at the Lichtblickhof in Vienna. The compassionate work being 
carried out there serves as a testament to the transformative power of equine-assisted therapy in 
supporting children and their families during challenging times. It is a reminder of the profound 
impact our field can have in providing comfort, solace, and a sense of connection to those in need.
 
As you peruse the pages of The Global Gallop, I encourage you to explore our member news 
section, where you will find exciting updates from around the globe. From Brazil to the United Arab 
Emirates, from the United Kingdom to South Africa, Croatia, Colombia, and France, our members are 
engaged in innovative projects, groundbreaking research, and noteworthy collaborations. 
 
In addition to the feature articles and member news, this issue also offers a variety of thought-
provoking articles, insightful interviews, and practical resources that will further enrich your 
knowledge and practice. Whether you are a seasoned professional, a student eager to learn, or 
simply someone interested in the field of equine-assisted services, I am confident that this edition 
of The Global Gallop will provide you with valuable insights and inspiration.
 
As we continue to champion the benefits of equine-assisted services, let us remember that our 
work goes beyond individual programs or initiatives. Together, we form a global community that is 
dedicated to transforming lives and nurturing a deeper understanding of the human-horse 
connection. I encourage you to reach out, collaborate, and engage with fellow HETI members.
 
Thank you for your continued commitment and interest. Let us ride forward, embracing the 
opportunities that lie ahead.
 
Warm regards,
 
Gisela Heimsath-Rhodes
 President, HETI



A Letter from HETI Executive Secretary

Dear HETI members and friends of HETI,

Welcome to the July issue of The Global Gallop! It has 
been a very busy 6 months for the HETI office. I travelled 
to the UK in March to celebrate the 1st EAS forum hosted 
by HEIR UK. I then had the privilege of presenting at the 
HETI(UK) Forum in HorseWorld Trust in May. This very 
exciting event brought UK-based HETI members to one 
place for a day of sharing, learning and collaboration. You 
can read more about it in this issue.

 This issue is packed full of great articles from all over the world. All of which show 
the great impact Equine Assisted Services have globally. It is truly inspiring to see 
the various modalities that incorporate horses. From palliative care to interactive 
vaulting to therapeutic riding and many more, there are SO many benefits to 
working with our equine partners. It is also fantastic to see a greater focus on 
Equine Welfare and an awareness of choice for equines. 
 
 We really hope you enjoy this issue of The Global Gallop. As always, please reach 
out to the contributors, share ideas and collaborate. There is power in connection.
 
If you have any feedback, would like to submit an article to our next issue or have 
any questions, please don't hesitate to get in touch with the office - 
office@hetifederation.org.

Kind Regards,

Kirstin O'Neill
HETI Executive Director/Secretary
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The e.motion Lichtblickhof in Vienna,
Austria, offers Equotherapie(1) and is a
place to recharge batteries that
accompanies children and their families
who are affected by progressive illness,
disabilities, trauma and severe strokes of
fate. The heart of Lichtblickhof are its
therapy horses. Approximately 350
children and youth receive
their weekly equine-
assisted therapy. Families,
who don't have much 
time left, can regain 
new strength with 
the horses and, together, create
memories that last. Within sight of the
horse paddock, we have a house in
which three apartments offer a
temporary home for families with
terminally ill children. 

If from a medical point of view there is no 

longer a chance of healing and the last
phase of palliative care follows, it is
extremely important for families to
experience beautiful, happy moments
and participate in LIFE for the remaining
time, in addition to relieving pain and
hardship. A stay at the children’s hospice
is intended to enable families to have                  
                              valuable experiences and  
                                     revitalizing phases of 
                                   relaxation, when time  
                                   together becomes the 
                                           most precious gift. 

The WHO focuses with its definition of
Palliative Care on the improved quality of
life for everyone involved. They define
Palliative Care as “an approach that
improves the quality of life of patients
and their families facing the problems
associated with life-threatening illness,
through the prevention and relief of  

Image credit:Julia Salzer

Only those who learn
to move the light, can
conquer the shadow 

Equine-assisted
Palliative Care for

Children and Families

I can’t do it anymore. I say. 
Come on. Says the horse. 
I'll carry you for so long. 

Until your strength awakens again.

Submitted by Anna Naber
Clinical Psychologist & Equotherapist

Lichtblickhof
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suffering by means of early identification
and impeccable assessment and
treatment of pain and other problems,
physical, psychosocial, and spiritual.”(2)

In this phase, 
everyone involved 
is exposed to a 
great deal of stress,
as many current 
papers show. But they also show 
the improvement in quality of life 
and the life-prolonging help that
palliative care can provide(3). It can be
implied that equine-assisted
interventions can be used very
effectively in palliative care. Some
children still love to ride, but many are in
a hospital bed that has access to all the
paddocks, riding hall and stables and
enjoy the company of a horse that
stands with them. The horses adapt very
intensively to the children, breathe with
them, snort and sometimes cannot be
swayed from this "protective" role. 

Humans in grief experience loneliness
and feel that they are shunned. They fall

into a “circle of isolation and fear” which
alienates them from the world. The “call
for loving support”(4) which is mostly
ignored by the environment, can be
taken up by the therapy horses and
therapists, especially through their
holding and containing qualities (5)
(Bowlby 2016, Fonagy 2015):
Overpowering and bewildering feelings
can be absorbed by them and given
back in a modified way after
internalizing them. Families get support
to digest these unbearable feelings and
experience constancy in times when ego
strength is low. 

Terminally or severely ill children (and
their families) go through a rollercoaster
of emotions. Even at a young age, they
ask themselves many questions, 
                                          "What happens to
                                          me?”, "Why me?", 
                                             “What’s next?”.
                                      They experience that 
                                                  adults are "just 
                                       hypocrites" because
           “they don’t have answers and can't
save you.” “Nobody can help me!” They
feel excluded, lonely and different from
others. “Nothing is normal anymore!”.
They lose their dignity and self-esteem
bit by bit. They often experience a loss of
language and motor skills.

With their countless characteristics and
skills, horses are irreplaceable therapy
animals in palliative care. Their
incredible ability for non-verbal
communication offers a relationship
without words and a community and
herd against isolation. They support the
experience of self-efficacy to counteract
the feeling of helplessness. They
exemplify being in the here and now

Image credit: Lichtblickhof

I'm not like the others. I say. And
neither like you. Where do I belong?

The horse looks at me. We are all
different. And that's what we have in

common.
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and experiencing the moment with full
presence, which is especially important
when the remaining time varies greatly
in duration. These strong, powerful
animals endure all pain and despair and
give pride and dignity – against the
injustice of life.

for our emotional and social
development (7). Basal is very important
to all of us, so it is also effective in
dealing with a fear of death and farewell.
Animals stay in the here and now and
help to overcome too much thinking. 

There is always something devastating
about incurable diagnoses. They leave
deep wounds in the identity and self-
perception of those affected. Children
often have traumatic experiences during
hospital stays, because dying always
causes panic and is deeply ashamed.
Shame is not a good companion for
these weeks, months, but also years.
That horses WOULD oppose these
experiences is irreplaceable and unique
as a therapeutic effect. Because there is
always something, where animals help
children back to life.

They show us and encourage us, that
only those who learn to move the light,
can conquer the shadow.

For more information about this
amazing organisation, visit:
https://lichtblickhof.at/en/

Image credit: Lichtblickhof

Horses touch more than our skin- they
touch our whole body and our soul! They
even touch our heart and, in the
relationship work with horses, even the
heartbeats synchronize (6). They help
with tensing and relaxing the body. They
reflect the mood of clients. They give
motivation for therapy and the courage
to make changes. They provide an
opportunity to form new skills and try
out new ways to feel and express
oneself.

The mother-baby-interaction is the basis

I touch the horse. It is big. Brown.
And it shines in the sun. I feel.

how it breathes. It is so warm. And
pretty. Strong. And yet so gentle.
At this moment. I feel. THAT I AM.

Image credit: Lichtblickhof
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(including natural horsemanship),
governance and the basics of running a
centre (whether as a business or a
charity) - this qualification could also
cover the missing areas for professionals
in mental health, education, social work
or other therapies to demonstrate
sufficient horse-related skills for the
sector.

TheHorseCourse is already taking the
first cohort through the qualification and
hopes to support other organisations to
deliver this diploma across the UK. The
goal of the participating charities was to
create a credible qualification which
becomes accessible and affordable
through wide adoption. For this reason
all the teaching  and assessment
materials will be shared with other
centres once they are vetted by OCN
London as appropriate to deliver the
qualification.

HorseWorld Trust CEO, Petra Ingram said
“Through our HEIR UK membership we
have been able to collaborate with other
service providers to put in place a
ground-breaking recognised national
qualification which will provide a solid
foundation for anyone wanting to work
in the unmounted area of EAS practice.  

HorseWorld are extremely proud to
become a Training Centre offering places
to people wanting to study for this
qualification working alongside our
HorseWorld Discovery Programme team.“

Harriet Laurie, CEO TheHorseCourse said
“Despite the fact that all the collaborating
charities are running very different EAS
programmes, we have worked together to
create the first methodology-free
qualification for the EAS sector. The 

Image credit: Sirona Therapeutic Horsemanship

Diploma is the equivalent to an entry level
teaching qualification or a BHS Stage 3
Coach and offers a comprehensive EAS
qualification which will set up facilitators
working in unmounted EAS practice with
a safe, ethical and effective practice.

If appropriate, learners can choose follow
on qualifications which are available in
any number of specific EAS
methodologies from providers across the
UK.

Dr Hannah Burgon, CEO at Sirona says
“this new qualification is an important
step for the field of equine-assisted
interactions in providing a comprehensive  Image credit: Horseworld Trust
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Image credit: Equilore

foundation in the work, covering equine
knowledge as well as legislation,
safeguarding clients and health and
safety. As it is not linked to any specific
equine-assisted models, students can
gain this initial Level 3 accredited
qualification prior to embarking on
further specific training in the area of
their choice or expertise.”

Sirona is exploring initially delivering the
course as an apprenticeship and details
will be announced on their website and
social media when this is available. For
more information see their website
www.sironaequine.org.uk .

Dr Loes Koorenhof, founder of Equilore 
said. "Equilore was honoured when
invited by TheHorseCourse to contribute
to this new qualification and it has been a 
pleasure working together with its other
not-for-profit collaborators HorseWorld
Trust and Sirona Therapeutic
Horsemanship.

As a growing organisation finding its feet
in this exciting field of Equine Assisted
Services (EAS) we know how hard it is to
recruit well-prepared staff who have a
good understanding of the foundations
that underlie running a safe, ethical yet
efficient practice.

Most qualifications are modality-specific,
meaning students learn how to facilitate
certain exercises and/ or a particular style
of working together with their horses. 
however, often students are presumed to
have a certain amount of prior knowledge
and experience.

The OCNL Level 3 Diploma in EAS aims to  

fill a gap for those who either lack that
prior knowledge, or who are keen to
deepen their existing understanding. This
course will help students be prepared not
just for facilitating, but also how to safely
and competently run a business in the
field of EAS.

This was why Equilore was passionate
about getting involved in developing this
foundation course. Although Equilore is
excited to be able to offer this qualification
in the future, for now, we recommend
contacting one of the other providers
named above.

For more information about these
organisations, visit:
TheHorseCourse-
www.thehorsecourse.org
Horseworld Trust- 
www.horseworld.org.uk
Sirona Therapeutic Horsemanship-
www.sironaequine.org.uk
Equilore-
www.equilore.co.uk
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Article submitted by Beth Macauley,
 Ph.D., CCC-SLP, HPCS, FNAP

Chair, HETI’s Educational Webinar Task Force

webinars scheduled per year, this vibrant
initiative is bringing together a community
passionate about horses, therapy, and
education.

The inaugural webinar, held in March 2023,
featured the incredible Andrea Wady, who
shared her wisdom on "Enriching the
Connection with our Equine Partners
through Pure Liberty." With over 200
attendees, it was an astounding success,
leaving participants inspired and eager for
more. And now, get ready for an upcoming
webinar on Sunday, July 9 at 1700GMT with
none other than the esteemed Susanne von
Dietze. Susanne will delve into "The Horse's
Movement and How it Influences the Rider",
a topic that is sure to captivate and
enlighten. Believe it or not, there are already
over 300 enthusiasts registered for this
highly anticipated event!

Are you ready to embark on an incredible
journey of equestrian education and
exploration? Look no further than Horses
in Education and Therapy International's
(HETI) awe- inspiring series of free
webinars! These virtual events bring
together renowned international experts
in the field of equestrian activities,
providing a unique platform for
equestrians, therapists, educators, and
enthusiasts worldwide to deepen their
knowledge and enhance their
connection with these magnificent
equine partners.

Since the launch of the HETI Educational
Webinar series in March 2023, the
response has been overwhelming. Each
webinar showcases a captivating speaker
nominated by individuals like you from
around the globe, and approved by
HETI's esteemed Educational Webinar
Task Force. With a minimum of six 

Unleashing the Power of
Knowledge: HETI Educational
Webinars Gallop to Success!

Image: Suzanne Von Dietze - Equine Biomechanics
specialist.

Image: Adnrea Wady of Pure Liberty
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But the excitement doesn't end there!
HETI has an exhilarating lineup of future
webinars that will leave you yearning for
more knowledge. Mark your calendars for
Wednesday, September 20th, when the
esteemed Dr. Andrew McLean will take
center stage to discuss "5 Horse Learning
Principles Applied to Therapy Horses." In
October, we have the privilege of hosting
the brilliant Dr. Helen Spence, who will
unravel the mysteries of "Managing
Equine Behavior." And in November,
prepare to be astounded as Janet Jones
reveals the wonders of "Equine
Neuroscience." As if that's not enough,
January 2024 will welcome Rupert
Isaacson, who will share the incredible
journey of his son with "PonyBoy".

The best part? YOU can be a part of this
exhilarating experience! Anyone, from
seasoned equestrians to curious
newcomers, can nominate a speaker
through the HETI website. This platform 

ensures that the content remains diverse,
engaging, and aligned with the interests
and needs of the global equestrian 
 community. Additionally, membership with
HETI or being a member of an organization
affiliated with HETI grants you exclusive
access to these invaluable webinars. Don't
miss out on this fantastic opportunity to
expand your equestrian horizons!

As we gallop into the future, the HETI
Educational Webinar series promises to
revolutionize the way we learn, teach, and
connect in the equestrian world. So, saddle
up and join us on this extraordinary journey
of discovery and empowerment.
Remember, the power of knowledge lies at
your fingertips, waiting to be harnessed in
the fascinating realm of equestrian
education!

To register for the next webinar visit HETI's
website today!
www.https://hetifederation.org/webinar/
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Submitted by Giulia Policastro
Director at ABRE

 

ABRE is a non-profit association,
member of IAHAIO and Arenas for
Change (ARCH), which began in 2016,
whose mission is to contribute to the
consolidation of Equine Assisted
Services (EAS) foundations in Brazil.
Located in São Paulo - SP and Atibaia -
SP, ABRE´s directors are Lilian Chateau,
Giulia Policastro and Syllas Jadach and
our journey with Equine Assisted
Interventions started about 17 years ago.

Lilian Chateau is a psychomotor
therapist, physical therapist, facilitator in
EAS and certified by Arenas for Change 

(ARCH), Horses for the Corporate World
(HCW) and Equine Assisted Growth and
Learning Association (Eagala). Over the
past few years, she has worked as a 
 manager of the riding centre and has
been in charge of the Riding School and
Equine Assisted Services (Hippotherapy,
Interactive Vaulting, Equine Assisted
Learning for Personal Development). 

Giulia Policastro is an occupational
therapist, facilitator in EAS, specialized by
Associazione Nazionale Italiana di
Riabilitazione Equestre (ANIRE - Italy),
both in neuromotor/psychomotor and 

ABRE
Therapy and Learning

Image (L-R): ABRE Team, Syllas Jadach, Lilian Chateau and Giulia Policastro
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learning interventions, in addition to
EAGALA and ARCH certifications. 

Our riding instructor is Syllas Jadach,
national dressage judge and amateur
rider, with FEI Coach Level I, specialized
by Associazione Nazionale Italiana di
Riabilitazione Equestre (ANIRE - Italy) in
two different courses.

Our training and courses in the EAS area
include horse training, health, education
and management. ABRE offers courses
such as Hippotherapy; Interactive
Vaulting; Equine's Intervention Training;
recreational riding for kids and Equine
Assisted Learning for personal and
organizational development.

We are proud to be consultants for Horses
for the Corporate World (HCW) in Brazil
and provide training for organizational
development and personal development.
Some of our books and equipment
include a  rehabilitation saddle and
cushions and the book Best practices
Manual for the Equine Welfare in Equine
Assisted Therapies and Activities.

Our Motto: 

Image: Giulia Policastro & Alice Moraes -
Hippotherapy Course - São Paulo, Brazil

 HORSES AND HUMANS TOGETHER
HAVE THE POWER TO DEVELOP AND

TRANSFORM LIVES.
For more information about ABRE, visit: 
www.abreoficial.org or 
social media: @abre_oficial

Image: Interactive Vaulting Course - São Paulo, Brazil

Image: Equine Assisted Learning Course - São Paulo, Brazil
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development and confidence building.

Our sessions at EAPD are certainly
based around fun activities that the
children enjoy. However, hidden
amongst the fun, we challenge the
riders with some precise tasks that work
on both fine and gross motor skills,
cognitive development and
concentration. At EAPD we always focus
on ability not disability. With our fun
activities, the children naturally push
themselves to complete tasks which in
turn builds self-esteem.

Each of our lessons at EAPD comprise a
mixture of entertaining, engaging and
teaching activities along with
therapeutic and relaxation elements.
During the season, we alternate
activities around different themes
ranging from fine motor skills, gross
motor skills, sensory input, riding skills
and also fun seasonal activities.

Often at the end of sessions, after the
children have completed their learning
and cognitive tasks, we go on an outride 

around the beautiful surroundings of the
Desert Palm Estate. 

In the morning we have schools coming
to our center and in the afternoon, the
children come privately with their parents.
Each lesson has a group of 3 to 4 riders
and horses. This is nice for the children as
they can interact with each other and they
love it especially when we do races. Social
interaction is also part of the journey.

The UAE has a quite diversified population
with a lot of expatriates coming from
different parts of the world and our riders’
nationalities range from Emirati to
American, Indian, South African and
European and more, with the
communication language always being
English.

We are happy to see our riders improve
their confidence and self-assurance, as
well as their strength, balance and
coordination. Riding provides muscle
stimulation, enables them to set and
attain personal goals and, perhaps above
all, it is enormous fun for both rider and
horse. 

Recently we have organised a Fun session
at our yard where we invited another
center to join our riders in a ridden
gymkhana, art and crafts, games, and they
even painted a horse. The children won
rosettes, certificates and gifts and
everyone had a fantastic time. This was a
great opportunity for the riders to feel the
thrill of a real life competition and to meet
new friends.

In addition to our own team, we are lucky
to have amazing committed and reliable
volunteers that usually come to help us Image: Riders enjoying an outride at the end of their

session, which is often the highlight of their lesson.
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enabled SARDA to run 4 Workshops with
Lead Up International, following on a
greatly successful pilot project
undertaken at SARDA in January 2023,
focussed on Training Future Leaders with
the emphasis on reducing Gender Based
Violence in Society.

SARDA’s call for participants was carried
out through SARDA’s management,
volunteer, and beneficiary networks, to
reach out to people and organisations
living and working in at risk areas, and
whose focus is on empowering leaders
and youth.

SARDA was able to attract over 70 leaders
and youth from a diverse demographic.
Participants were sought from SARDA’s
disabled community, the Amy
Foundation, Langa, GCU, Rainbow Dreams
Trust, Positive Behaviour and Intervention
and Resource Centre, and individuals from
the public that requested to participate,
due to their involvement in at risk
communities.

The primary objectives of the workshops
were to encourage and foster attitudinal
and behavioral change of participants,
resulting in improved conscious decision-
making, solving interpersonal conflicts,
and thereby contributing to a reduction in
violence in at risk communities.

The workshops were designed to 

Image: Keuen Roberts, Leader from Laureus at the
round pen

Image: The Lead Up team and participants

Image: The join up moment

Image: The Lead Up team and participants
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accommodate appropriately sized groups
of approximately 10 persons per group. As
the Lead-Up training deals with personal
and emotional experiences in a group
environment and involves one on one, and
interactive lessons and group discussions.
Smaller groups were encouraged to
achieve the maximum benefit for all
participants.

Workshops were facilitated by 2 Qualified
Lead Up instructors and supported by
Sarda’s senior instructor and stable
manager. Support staff included 2
grooms, a groundsman and SARDA
Volunteers assisting with the horses and
providing lunch and refreshments.

As part of the introduction to emotional
intelligence, the participants received
training on the use of the “emotional
thermometer”; a tool to identify, measure
and self-regulate their emotions, as well as
diverse breathing techniques that could
help them settle in their bodies to
recognize, and process emotions. Their
first meeting with the horses was
extremely successful since many of the
participants were initially wary and scared
of them, but little by little they gained
confidence to approach them and by the
end of the session, they were all
comfortable around the horses.

Image: Participants learning about breathing
techniques and the use of the emotional thermometer.

Lead-Up Leader, Katie Cunningham from
Guatemala, gave a Join-Up demonstration
so that the participants could see this
activity performed by someone they could
identify with. In the afternoon the
participants did several activities in
SARDA’s 2 round pens, including a silent
meditation with the horses as well as
leading exercises. There were observable
changes in the participants behaviours, as
many tended to self-isolate at the
beginning. By the end of each day there
were already visible differences in terms of
self-confidence and self-expression
amongst all participants. This was
witnessed and supported in “sharing
circles” where each participant was asked
for feedback on their training experience.

Image: GCU and Rainbow Dreams Trust provide
personal feedback of their workshop experience.

Requests by participants, team leaders
and mentors to return to SARDA, and
where possible to participate in its
activities.

The formation of a collaboration
between each of the groups
represented, where synergies existed.
Lead-Up and SARDA representatives
were post-workshop, able to visit and
experience the work of the Rainbow
Dreams Trust (15th April 2023) and the 

Apart from everyone’s positive
expressions, the most valuable outcomes
of the workshops included: 
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Submitted by Julie-Anne Griffith
Director of Equi-Scotia CIC

 

Equi-Scotia is delighted to announce
the addition of two experienced
professionals who join Liz McGarvey and
Julie-Anne Griffith on the Board of
Directors. 

Liz Nairn is a highly-respected
equestrian coach with over 20 years of
experience of assessment and
verification of equine related subjects
for British Horse Society (BHS) and
Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA).
Liz brings a broad range of skills having
trained in horse bodywork with Mary
Bromley, and also a trained mental
health counsellor. Liz leads on academic
quality assurance.

Dr. Judith Piggot is an expert in
behavioural neuroscience with extensive
experience as a senior mental health
professional. She spent 10 years at
Stanford University then University of
California, Los Angeles studying how
brains work, and has been an Equine
Assisted Growth and Learning Association
(EAGALA) practitioner for over 16 years.
Judith is the founder of the SMARTS
approach to supporting mental wellness,
an introduction to which is now included
in Equi-Scotia practitioner training.

Updates from
Equi-Scotia CIC

New Directors

Image: Liz Nairn

Image: Dr. Orla Piggot

Positive endorsement from SQA about the
academic standards on the Professional  

New Certificate in EFL for
Practitioners
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Diploma (SCQF level 8 – English level 5)
led the team to develop an entry level
qualification for practitioners. This new
ACCPH accredited Certificate is ideal for
experienced equestrians wishing to gain
skills and knowledge to support mental
wellness through non riding activities.
This blended learning course has a very
practical focus and includes SQA and
Ofqual accredited First Aid for Mental
Health. Applicants to the Certificate
course should have completed the 6
hour online Introduction to EFL. The
next Certificate course begins online in
July, and those wishing to progress to a
more advanced level of study have the
option to apply for The Professional
Diploma cohort beginning in November.

experience.

Experienced senior practitioner Mike
Delaney supports EFL and EFP practical
training and assessment as well as
providing professional supervision for
practitioners.

Continuing Professional
Development for EFL
Practitioners

A growing number of graduates
continue to join the Equi-Scotia
Community of Practice (CoP) providing
much needed services supporting
mental wellness in local communities
from the Isle of Lewis to the South of
England. CoP members commit to
engaging on ongoing professional
development and supervision.

Senior practitioners tell us that they love
the adaptability of the Equi-Scotia
coaching model which is being applied
effectively by equestrians, educators,
and healthcare professionals.

Specialists delivering online CPD include
Equi-Scotia Professional Diploma
Graduates (Rhona Harkness & Jo Wood)
and trusted colleagues whose
experience adds value to the learner 

Image: Mike Delaney

Equi-Scotia provides training in mental
health for a wide range of service users
who want to gain a better understanding
of how their brain works. His enables any
member of the public to learn how to
regulate themselves in order to achieve
life goals. Learning includes simple tools
and approaches to manage their own
mental wellbeing and have a positive
influence on the mental health of family,
work colleagues, and local community
members. Bespoke courses can be
designed for organisations with specific
need around mental wellness, and regular
open courses available for booking on the
website include:-
First Aid for Mental Health and SMARTS
for Life

For more information visit:
www.equi-scotia.com or
email: hello@equi-scotia.com

Mental Wellness for Service Users
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quality of life. Users report that
volunteering in our association has
improved their overall mood, work ethic,
and given them a sense of purpose and
pride in their achievements. Volunteers
report having an overall good feeling
because they had a good time being in
nature and helping someone else.

Trying to include as many target groups
of users in our activities, we organize
'Family day' events for families of
children with disabilities. Such events
aim to provide a safe and interactive
environment where families can share
their experiences, problems or just have
a good time in nature, surrounded by
friendly animals. 

For the local community, Pegaz offers
various programs organised mainly by
age group. For our youngest group,
there is a 'Riding for Kids' program
where children can try riding and
interacting with a horse for the first
time. For our young aspiring riders
(ages6-10), there are 'Pegaz Pony Club 

' workshops where they learn about horse
care, ride, play and interact with like-
minded peers. For ages 11 and up, we offer
a 'beginner riding course' where a person
can learn the basics of riding and work on
their riding skills. The seniors in our
community are also included in our
programs. They help with the
maintenance of our property and green
areas through organised volunteer
actions.

Overall, our association organises various
therapeutic, educational and recreational
programs that have a positive effect on
our community and promote a healthy,
active lifestyle. We are open to
collaborations and education so if you
think we would be a good fit as your
partner, feel free to contact us.

For more information about Pegaz
Rijeka, visit:
http://www.pegaz-rijeka.hr/
Email: pegaz.rijeka@gmail.com
FB - Udruga Pegaz Rijeka
Instagram: udruga.pegaz

Image credit: Pegaz Rijeka
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Article submitted by Vera Horne
Vice President of ANDE-Brasil

arrange an agreement with the directors of
the “La Rural”, so that the conference and
presentations on EAS could occupy several
rooms and arena during the determined
weekend days and that has been
happening for the last 17 years already!

An annual public horses’ exposition in
Buenos Aires is also the venue for a
meeting of professionals and interested
persons on the conferences, debates,
shows and presentations of therapeutic
uses of horses being held in Argentina
and in neighbouring countries and that
usually happens during the first weekend
of April at the Exposition held at “La
Rural” the most important Exposition
Center of the equestrian industry of
Argentina.

The meeting of EAS professionals
included the period of the so-called
“Nuestros Caballos” Exposition (‘Our
Horses’ in English) is organized by one of
(or the) first Argentinian horsewoman
that took an interest in working in the
field of the EAS while living in a very cold
and mountain region in Argentina where
she’s founded the ‘Fundación de
Equinoterapia San Juan’. A foundation
that somehow financially supports a
team of professionals that started to work
with the therapies with equines a long
time ago and even with mules, which are
a traditional way of transport in that
region. 

In order to build a wide net of EAS
professionals also from other places,
besides Argentina, Liliana Aguirre, the
founder and CEO of the ‘San Juan
Foundation of Equinetherapy’ was able to 

Nuestros Caballos Exposition in Buenos
Aires, Argentina.

The last EAS meeting which received the
title of “1er Cumbre Latinoamericana de
Equinoterapia y Deportes Adaptados” in
Spanish, meaning “1st International
Conference of Equinetherapy and Adapted
Sports”, took place from the 28th March to
the 2nd April 2023 and gathered the
presence and presentations of professionals
from Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico,
Paraguay and Uruguay.

HETI’s EC member Col, Gustavo dos Santos
from Uruguay was responsible for a live
presentation of a Para Equestrian training 

Image: Liliana Aguirre (left) with a colleague
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(Adapted Sports) at the arena of ‘La Rural’
which received a great and varied
audience from the exposition and not
only from the EAS world.

A round table with professionals from all
countries that attended the conference
held a debate about the importance of
the creation of a representative entity for
Latin America’s work and studies about
the EAS and the Para-Equestrian
program also viewing the formation of
the athletes. It was agreed that HETI 

Image: Presentation by a paraequestrian athlete

Image: Presentation by a paraequestrian athlete

should be a party to such an initiative and
that includes HETI having a more
substantial presence in Latin America.

Liliana Aguirre has already proposed the
membership of La Rural to HETI since the
‘San Juan Equinetherapy Foundation’ is
already a member and she’s making plans
to host a future International Congress of
HETI.

To find out more about the Nuestros
Caballos exposition, visit:
http://www.nuestroscaballos.com.ar/
or social media:
https://www.facebook.com/nuestroscaballo
s/
https://www.instagram.com/exponuestrosc
aballos/
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Article submitted by Kirstin O'Neill
HETI Executive Director/Secretary

All images provided by HorseWorld Trust and Kirstin O'Neill.

even more needed. HETI members from all
over the UK huddled into the barn and,
even from the beginning, there was great
chat amongst everyone. Petra Ingram, CEO
of HorseWorld Trust, started the day by
expressing her excitement for the day to
come and the opportunities there were to
share learning, practices and to support one
another. The first presentation was by HETI
Executive Director, Kirstin O’Neill, who
shared updates about HETI, in particular
about the HETI Congress. 

At the end of May, the HETI(UK) Forum
was held in HorseWorld Trust, Bristol,
England. This was the first in-person
national forum meeting for HETI
members in the UK since before COVID
and it was a very welcomed meeting. The
HETI(UK) forum had been meeting online
over the past few years but, I think
everyone would agree, that there is
something so special about being able to
meet in person. The theme of the
meeting was “How can we ensure our
Equine Assisted Services provide a
positive experience for our equine
partners?”

The day began, as every day should, with
a cup of tea (or coffee for those inclined).
Despite the wonderfully warm weather
that had greeted us the day before, the
morning was cold making the warm cups 

How can we ensure our Equine Assisted
Services provide a positive experience for

our equine partners?
HETI(UK) Forum

Image: HETI(UK) members gathering for the first in person meeting since the COVID 19 pandemic.

Image: Getting set up in the barn before the participants
arrived. 
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Dr. Carol Hall of the National Equine
Welfare Council gave the keynote
presentation, “Living the Good Life?”. She
spoke about the research surrounding
equine welfare and the different
approaches to assessing equine welfare
in EAS. This raised many questions
regarding equine welfare - Do we
recognise when a horse has had enough
and are we taking appropriate action? Do
EAS clients respect the equine as an
individual sentient being? If not, what
effect could this have? What is the
cumulative effect of EAS sessions on a
horse? Dr. Hall outlined a number of
studies that had looked specifically at
these areas and shared how negative
experiences, particularly in young horses,
can have a long-term impact on Quality
of Life.

After the keynote presentation, the group
ventured to an outdoor arena for a
practical workshop facilitated by Dawn
Neil & Sarah Jane Williamson of the Mare
& Foal Sanctuary. The session focused on
equine well-being and choice within an
EAS session. To begin the session, the 

group were guided in a mindfulness
activity. Following this, the three equine
partners (Kyra, Skylar and Flower) were
released and the facilitators moved away
from them. The group were then given a set
amount of time to watch the equine as they
moved around the arena and engaged with
each other. This was a powerful time of
observation and reflection and showed how
impactful simply watching our equine
partners can be. The group were then asked
to discuss how each equine can be
supported in the session – how are they
coping? Are they willingly/voluntarily
engaging? How do individuals differ? How
does location affect their behaviour? We
also discussed the obstacles and
opportunities for supporting our equine
partners in a session. 

The dedicated ‘Discovery’ team from
HorseWorld Trust then discussed their
programme which supports over 200
children, young people and adults who are
at risk of exclusion or who are experiencing
life challenges due to their social, emotional,
mental health and learning needs.
Discovery work through the ‘Thrive’ 

Image: Dawn Neil (right) explaining the activity
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Education Model, for social and
emotional development, as one-third of
the schools they partner with use it and it
is scientifically based. Within their
sessions, the participants observe their
horses and their well-being.
Understanding the horse’s experience
can help children understand their own
experiences, e.g. the impact of new
environments, enrichment, and the
importance of feeling safe. The team also
discussed how they have been thinking
about potentially using the Thrive model
to assess the Horses’ well-being and
create programmes for them to improve
this. 

have someone there for the horse (an
equine advocate) – an extra person to
have overview of the situation and the
horse’s behaviour.
have an external person review and
critique your practice regularly and
routinely. This enables us to get another
perspective and to look at the welfare of
the horse through new eyes. We must
be willing to adapt our approach and
embrace change, especially in line with
emerging evidence regarding how EAS
can be improved.
Hold space to pause, observe, and
consider the participant’s perspective.
Allow for flexibility in a session. This can
be a learning experience for the
participants, as adapting to change is a
vital life lesson.

Following a lunch break, the group then
reconvened in the barn to have a discussion
on the topic “We all believe we are doing
the best for the horse, but how can we
prove that?” This was a crucial and
interesting conversation where
practitioners from so many different
modalities got to share their experiences
and practices. Some of the ideas from this
discussion were:

Image: Thrive developmental strands

Image: Horses grooming each other during the
activity

Image: Group discussing what they had observed
during the activity
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Article submitted by Vera Horne
Vice President of ANDE-Brasil

On 15th to 17th March 2023 Latin
American EAS Associations, professionals
and interested public attended the 1st
International Congress of EAS in Bogota,
Colombia’s capital city, organized by the
“Fundación Tequendama Horse
Connection” which is an Equestrian
Center in Bogota under the leadership of
Alejandro Vela, a Colombian horseman
and Veterinarian with much interest in
spreading to the world the outcomes of
the studies that are being made
throughout Latin American over the
therapeutic use of horses. The ‘Fundación
Tequendama Horse Connection’ also
received the support of a Colombian
university, the “Universidad La Salle” in
order to provide the certifications to all
attendees and speakers which were
signed by the directors of both
organizations.

The three day conference could also be
accessed by ZOOM and some of the
invited speakers showed their preference
for using such a tool as did a number of
registered persons from all over Latin
America. 

Among the countries that were
represented at the International
Congress, there were only 8 speakers
from Colombia itself. Two other speakers
from South America presented their work
from cities where they’d been living in 

1st International Congress of Equine
Assisted Services in  Colombia

the USA and Spain.

There were also speakers from nine (9)
other countries who did their presentations
through ZOOM or live. 15 professionals of
EAS were invited altogether from Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico,
Panama, Peru and Uruguay. 

HETI’s EC Member, Gustavo dos Santos
from Uruguay presented the Equine
Therapy work in Centers, promoted and
partly supported by the Uruguayan
Government and also explained about the
Para Equestrian program that’s being
implemented in his Country.

Image: Congress advertisement
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the USA and Spain.

Ms. Vera Horne, a Brazilian psychologist
and also a former vice-president of HETI
(2015-2018) presented a study on the
influences/benefits that the children’s
practice of EAS may have over their
parents and caretakers’ feelings of
burden. 

Mr. Alejandro Vela has made a
commitment to all participants that next
year, 2024, the 2nd International
Congress of EAS will also happen in
Bogota, with the presence of many more
representatives of Latin America. He has
also expressed his wish to have the
presence of one of HETI’s directors.

For more information about the congress
organisers, visit:
www.tequendamahorseconnection.com/
or FB:
https://www.facebook.com/Tequendama
HorseConnection

Image: Participants of the International Congress in Bogota, Colombia, with their certifications.

Image credit: Fundación Tequendama Horse
Connection
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Article submitted by Vera Lantelme-Faisan
HETI Executive Committee member

providing the best possible care to clients
while prioritising the well-being of the
horses involved. The symposium fostered a
spirit of collaboration and a friendly
atmosphere, highlighting the importance of
sharing experiences and knowledge to
enhance EAS practices.

I had the privilege of attending this event
on behalf of HETI to introduce the
organisation, its goals, and its work. As the
symposium emphasised the significance of
research in equine-assisted services, I
focused on the HETI Journal. This
internationally renowned journal,
established in 1994, is dedicated to
publishing research on Equine Assisted
Services. Through a rigorous double-blind
peer-review process and an expanded 

The Horse and Human Research
Foundation Symposium, held in the
beautiful town of Deauville, France, at the
prestigious Pôle International du Cheval
Longines on 30 May 2023, was an
inspiring and informative event for
professionals in Equine Assisted Services
(EAS). The symposium, themed "The
Universal Language of the Horse"
covered a range of topics, including EAS
research, equine welfare, war veterans
and PTSD, and the involvement of
thoroughbreds in equine-assisted
therapy.

Experts from France, the United
Kingdom, Ireland, the United States,
Israel, the Czech Republic, and Australia
came together to share their knowledge
and best practices, all with the goal of 

Exploring the Universal Language of the
Horse at the Horse and Human Research

Foundation Symposium

Image: War veterans sharing how working with horses has helped them to overcome PTSD and live
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range of submission categories, the HETI
Journal continues to contribute to
evidence-based research for scholars and
practitioners in the field.

equines.

In addition to the Czech system, attendees
also discussed an ongoing ERASMUS+
project 2020-1-CZ01-KA204-078277, which
aims to develop an assessment tool for
therapy equines. Collaborating experts from
six countries are working together to create
a comprehensive evaluation system that
considers factors such as conformation,
movement mechanics, and human
interaction. This project, set to conclude
soon, holds great potential for standardising
the evaluation and certification of therapy
equines across borders.

HETI and the Horse and Human Research
Foundation have collaborated closely for
several years. They are currently working
on an exciting project to create a digital
hub, an open- source platform that
consolidates all EAS-related research and
studies. This user-friendly hub will
provide easy access to the latest
treatment strategies, promote and
support future research, and encourage
international cooperation and knowledge
sharing.

During the symposium, I had the
opportunity to share information about
Therapy Equine Certification Systems
with the audience. One notable system
was implemented by the Czech Equine
Facilitated Therapy Association (CEFTA)
in 2011, with a focus on improving the
quality and safety of EAS. Equines
involved in this field must pass a
specialised exam tailored to their specific
tasks, and a committee of experts
evaluates their skills and characteristics.
This certification system ensures high
standards in EAS and serves as a
foundation for recognising therapy 

Image: HHRF and HETI material, including the 2023
issue of the HETI Journal: International Research
and Practice. 

Image: Vera sharing about HETI

Image: Vera with HHRF Executive Director, Pebbles
Turbeville.
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As the symposium came to a close,
participants left with a deeper
understanding of the universal language
of the horse and a shared commitment
to advancing EAS. The event reinforced
the importance of connecting, sharing,
learning, and collaborating to establish
essential competencies, standardised
terminology, and outcome measures in
the field. These efforts ensure the well-
being of therapy horses and enable
clients to receive safe, effective, and
evidence-based treatments. The Horse
and Human Research Foundation
Symposium was not only an opportunity
for learning and exchanging ideas but
also a testament to the passion and
dedication of individuals involved in EAS.
By promoting research, certification
systems, and international cooperation,
the symposium served as a driving force
behind the transformative power of the
horse-human bond. It paved the way for
further advancements in EAS.

In conclusion, the symposium was a
resounding success, propelling progress 

in EAS and safeguarding the welfare of the
horses that play a crucial role in this field.

For more information about the Horses and
Humans Research Foundation, visit:
https://www.horsesandhumans.org/

Image: Panel of specialists discussing engaging retired thoroughbred racehorses in EAS.

Image: Vera with HETI Associate member, Dr. Anita
Shkedi.
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Article submitted by Alexandra Stergiou
Chair, HETI’s Research Committee & Vice-President of HETI

committee, are the development of a
research agenda, collaboration with other
organizations, institutions or individual
academics/researchers who share the
committee’s general goals, and also to
support HETI members, service providers
and researchers- bridging the science to
service gap. We also aim to undertake an
international data collection that will
contribute to global research.

According to the research agenda, some
suggestions are to compile a list of research
that has been completed to date (from the
international bibliography), to explore 

HETI's Research Committee is a newly
formed Task Force that was established
in August 2021 by the HETI Executive
Committee. I had the great honour to be
given the chair position by HETI
President, Gisela Heimsath-Rhodes.

The overall aim of this committee is to
encourage and embed a research culture
within HETI. To encourage robust
research in order for this work to be
accepted nationally and internationally
we need evidence-based research.

The individual objectives of this 

An Introduction to HETI's
 Research Committee
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